The Light of God Expressing Award Nomination Form

I wish to nominate the following person(s) who, in my opinion, deserve to receive the Light of God Expressing Award:

Nominee for the “In Unity” award:  
Qualifications:

Nominee for the “In Society” award:  
Qualifications:

Upon request, I will gladly supply research and supporting information to validate my nomination.
My Name: _______________________________ Phone: _______________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________ State: _____ ZIP: __________
Email: ______________________________________________________

The Charles and Myrtle Fillmore Award Nomination Form

Nominee for the Charles Fillmore Award:  
Qualifications:

Nominee for the Myrtle Fillmore Award:  
Qualifications:

Upon request, I will gladly supply research and supporting information to validate my nomination.
My Name: _______________________________ Phone: _______________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________ State: _____ ZIP: __________
Email: ______________________________________________________

Foundation Award Nomination Form

I wish to nominate the following person(s) who, in my opinion, deserve to receive the Foundation Award:
Nominee:  
Qualifications:

Upon request, I will gladly supply research and supporting information to validate my nomination.
My Name: _______________________________ Phone: _______________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________ State: _____ ZIP: __________
Email: ______________________________________________________
Criteria for Selection of Candidates for the Light of God Expressing Award:

**In-house award:**
- The individual has made an ongoing and lasting contribution beneficial to the entire Unity movement.
- The individual’s life exemplifies qualities that are an inspiration and model to the entire Unity movement.
- The individual’s contribution was made in one or more of the following areas: healing, teaching, speaking, writing, leadership and organizational skills, interpersonal relationship development, or in the arts.

**Community-at-large award:**
- The individual’s message or contribution is compatible with the teachings of Unity and the message of Jesus Christ.
- The individual has made an ongoing contribution to world betterment as opposed to a “flash-in-the-pan” experience.
- The individual contributes to an expanded spiritual awareness of humanity.
- The individual’s contribution was made in one or more of the following areas: enlightenment, service to humankind, healing, teaching, speaking, writing, leadership, inspiration, world ministry, interpersonal relationships, media, science, or in the arts.

Criteria for Selection of Charles Fillmore Award

Credentialled Unity Leaders should meet at least two of the three criteria or should have demonstrated other significant contributions that in the judgment of the ministry team exemplify the consciousness of our co-founder.

- Demonstrates dynamic leadership.
- Pioneered innovative programs and/or ministries.
- Achievements indicative of a visionary consciousness [may include such measurable criteria as establishing several successful churches, exceptional success in a single ministry or other contributions/achievements that raise the awareness of Unity in the world in a positive, meaningful way].

Criteria for Selection of the Myrtle Fillmore Award:

Credentialled Unity Leaders should meet at least two of the four criteria and have demonstrated other significant contributions that in the judgment of the ministry team exemplify the consciousness of our co-founder.

- Demonstrates service through a consciousness of prayer.
- Ministered in supporting roles such as counseling, prayer ministry, and non-Sunday-oriented programs.
- Exhibits a presence of love for an affirmation of the idea of the Christ.
- Demonstrates ministerial acceptance of self and others, and resolution through prayer.

Criteria for Foundation Award

This is awarded to Unity leaders that have gone beyond the call of duty for Unity. They have shown exceptional dedication to the Unity movement, and have helped make our movement more successful. This award was created because our ministers provide the backbone to our events, organizations, and community. Areas of expertise would be enlightenment, service, healing, teaching, speaking, writing, leadership, world peace, science, human relations, media,

Please mail completed forms to: UWM
Attn: Cathy Christy
200 Unity Circle North, Suite A
Lee’s Summit, MO 64086

Or:
Email to CChristy@unity.org